select®

Quilters

Made specifically for quilters.

Quilters select®
Foundational Products, fusibles, and batting
select Cutaway

select Fabric Prep

select TearAway

select Perfect Cotton Batting

The temporary fusible coating
on this sheer, soft, non-stretch cutaway creates a bond that
prevents fabrics from stretching or distorting. Use for
supporting, T-shirt quilts, bias-cut pieces, or simply to keep
blocks from moving while adding sashing or borders. Ideal
for flaw-less turned-edge appliqué with sealed edges!

This ultra-lightweight tearaway foundation has just the right amount of body to support
dense satin stitch appliqué, removes easily from your
lightest stitching. The temporary fusible coating will hold the
fibers in place, eliminating pinning or distortion.

select Print & Piece

Use for printing foundation
or paper-pieced patterns. This fiber-based foundation won’t
perforate while stitching and supports detailed patterns. The
fibers are partially water-soluble; simply dampen the stitching
lines and they remove easily without distorting stitches!

select Print & Piece Fuse Lite

Ideal
for needle-turn appliqué! This fiber-based foundation gives
solid yet soft support for detailed or heavy stitching and the
temporary fuse keeps fabrics from shifting or pulling. The
fibers of Select Print & Piece Fuse Lite are partially watersoluble; simply dampen the stitching lines and the stabilizer
is removed easily without distorting stitches!

select Appli-Stick

One side of this unique
webbing is fusible and the other is sticky, making the appliqué
movable. Reposition appliqué pieces as needed, fuse into
place and add a favorite decorative stitch! Use the tape-size
version for quilt bindings or decorative trims. Printable sheets
make complex appliqué patterns a snap!

select Appli-Web Plus

Features an ultralightweight, permanent fusible webbing backed with heatresistant paper for tracing your favorite appliqué patterns. Its
unique flexible nature maintains the hand of the fabric with no
bulk! Applications include: fabric or paper appliqué, craft and
quilt uses, fiber-art, bonding fabric strips, and more!

select Free Fuse

Creating a semi-permanent bond between most fabrics,
battings and textiles, this powder-like bonding agent is needle
friendly! Use for creating fusible quilt batting, fusible
foundations, fabric to fabric - appliqués, costumes, quilting,
home dec and more! Available in 2 ounce shakers and refills.

Use for prepping fine
fabrics within our projects to prevent raveling or puckering.
This ultra-lightweight interlining permanently fuses and offers
needed support to the fibers without adding bulk. The soft
woven texture blends beautifully with most luxury fabrics and
will not change its drape or hand.
Select
Perfect Cotton Batting is made with 100% long staple cotton,
no chemicals and no bleaching. This incredibly soft, high
quality batting features a light scrim (foundation) which helps
to control stretching and movement during quilting and
embellishing. Hand or machine quilters can stitch without
fear of distortion. The 100% cotton fibers have been needle
punched offering a smooth loft and superior support for your
project! Ideal for hand or machine quilters.

select Soft Blend Batting

Select Soft
Blend Batting was created for machine or hand quilters
who want to quilt and embellish without fear of distortion. This
durable, yet soft batting features a light scrim (foundation) which
helps to control stretching and movement during quilting and
embellishing. This unique blend of cotton and polyester fibers
has been needle punched offering superior support for your
project! This quality batting has a smooth loft, with less
resistance making it ideal for hand or machine quilters.

select Soft Wool

This batting gives quilters the
ultimate in insulation and warmth yet is lightweight and
breathable. It has natural moisture-wicking properties; it
resists bearding and fiber migration. Hand quilters will fall in
love with the easy feel and texture as they guide their needle
through the lofty fiber. Quilt up to 4˝ apart; 0-3% shrinkage.

